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TAGLINE
‘There is no shelter here…”

SHORT SYNOPSIS
Judgment Tavern tells the story of Lucia, a young girl carrying her father's living head as they search for his
fleeing body. On a cold dark night, they take shelter in a small village tavern - where a mysterious stranger
with unfinished business is waiting.

LONG SYNOPSIS
Judgment Tavern is a dark coming-of-age film, about a father and daughter on a dangerous adventure in a
world where magic is feared and hunted. Lucia is an innocent child who is forced to take care of her
father after his head mysteriously and magically keeps living after he is executed. In their search for his
body they are led to the Judgment Tavern where, faced with a grave threat, Lucia is confronted with her
past and must take hold of her future. It is a moment which will change Lucia and her life forever.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
Judgment Tavern tells the story of a brief but life-changing moment for Lucia, which itself is part of a larger
world of witch-hunts and magic. I’ve been thinking about this world for many years, beginning with the
image of a young girl standing in a doorway holding her father’s head.
This film grew from that image. I love the questions it instantly raises - what could have possibly
happened that resulted in a ten year old girl wandering through strange villages at night in the rain,
carrying her father’s head in a sling? What sort of journey is she on, and what kind of hell has she already
been through? I am especially drawn to what it so simply suggests: that an innocent child has had her
world torn apart and is now on a dark mission of her own.

I was very fortunate with my casting in that I was able to cast my daughter Nova in the demanding role of
Lucia, which I wrote for her after she won the national award for Best Actress in the 48HOURS film
competition. Right from the start of the process, my ultimate choice to play the Judge was John Bach, and
I am extremely lucky that he agreed to come onboard. His incredible film presence is backed up by
decades of experience in both major Hollywood films and intimate theatre productions. Finally, my
frequent collaborator Richard was selected from a large group of auditioners to have the unusual acting
experience of playing only a head.

Many elements needed to pull together for this film to work - a medieval tavern; a child lead; a talking
severed head. I’m very happy that the team we put together were able to not just meet our expectations,
but blow them away.
The seemingly impossible challenge of creating two interior tavern environments on the smell of an oily
rag was one of my biggest concerns in the lead-up to the shoot, but we managed to assemble a fantastic
art department team, working under Production Designer Tim Holman, that somehow managed to build
a completely believable medieval set. Walking through the tavern on the first day of shooting was a truly
jaw-dropping moment for me, seeing the words come to such intricate life. The shoot was intense - as are
all shoots - but we were lucky to have a crew that was so invested in making this unusual film the best it
could be.
The post-production phase has been very exciting as various departments work to create something that
is more than the sum of its parts. The stripping-back and streamlining of the script in the edit suite; the
score from multiple award-winning composer Tane Upjohn-Beatson; the incredible visual effects from
design company, Dusk, and all the sound-post elements. Many people did incredible work to get us to the
finish line. Following the progress as we got closer and closer to the end was always thrilling; something
that started in my mind and on my keyboard was now co-owned by a huge amount of collaborators all
bringing their A-game to their roles.
Judgment Tavern now belongs to a huge number of people and once it reaches an audience, it will belong to
many more. It is a dark and unsentimental film but at its heart, it is a positive story about a young girl
finding her place in the world. It isn’t this film’s role to answer the questions raised by her self-discovery but that is a story we would love to tell!
PRODUCTION DESIGN
The world of Judgment Tavern is medieval, magical and gritty and is set in a land of kingdoms, horses,
swords, mud and peasants. The tavern itself is the centrepiece of a small farming village.
The art department challenges in this film were immense. One of the biggest achievements of the
production was creating two studio sets (a tavern and a bedroom) on a tight budget, within two weeks.
A team of over eighteen people worked for two weeks under the direction of Production Designer, Tim
Holman, and with the support of Avalon Studios, brought Dean’s vision to life.

Wardrobe
The muted tones of the medieval-styled costumes and voluptuous fabrics transformed the scenes into
works of art, with the characters appearing as though they were the subjects of a Vermeer painting.
Lucia’s dark red cloak is in stark contrast to the villagers, making her stand out as the foreigner in the
room.

The Judge’s costume was a dark tailored robe, creating a more sinister appearance and setting him apart as
a more formal entity within the film.
CINEMATOGRAPHY
Chris Matthews shot Judgment Tavern on the sound stages at Avalon Film studios in Wellington. He shot it
on the Alexa at 3.2K camera using Zeiss Ultra prime prime lenses, it was framed in widescreen 2.35
aspect ratio.
‘The numerous tracking shots set the tone that something ominous may be about to happen. Some of the challenges of the
shoot were mainly around the low light, recreating candle and firelight conditions.’ Chris has a background in lighting
so he worked closely with the lighting team throughout the shoot to create pools of light and dramatic
high contrast lighting with rich colours.
The numerous visual effects shots, 3d backgrounds, headless bodies and talking severed heads also
provided a challenge. The vision was to create a look reminiscent of the Hammer Horror films, with
dramatic lighting and well framed composed tracking dolly shots, often using a 28mm or 40mm in
widescreen framing to create group or two shots within quite small authentic medieval sized sets.

POST PRODUCTION
The sound design and composition were a big part of creating the world of Judgment Tavern. Sound
designer Richard Falkner worked with the elemental sounds of fire and wind to create an audio effect for
the moments of magic in the films.
Composer Tane Upjohn-Beatson worked with bowing everything from cellos to the stairs of his attic to
create a physical, visceral sense in the composition.
You can find out more by watching this video about the composition process behind Judgment Tavern.

THE TEAM
Production Company - Useful Media Ltd
Useful Media Ltd is a powerhouse team of two, Ruth Korver (Producer) and Vanessa Patea (Production
Manager).

“We took on Judgment Tavern because the story captured our imaginations and because of our long
working relationship with Dean Hewison”, says Vanessa Patea. “We knew it was going to be a challenge
to make a period piece in Wellington!”
The NZ Film Commission believed in the project too and Judgment Tavern was one of the last NZ short
film scripts to receive $90K Premier Short Funding.
Director - Dean Hewison
Dean is a writer and director with experience in film, television, and commercial work. He co-wrote and
directed the Make My Movie-winning feature film How to Meet Girls From a Distance, as well as the
48HOURS 2013 National Champion The Sleeping Plot.
His TV work includes directing two seasons of the children's television show Operation Hero and his
commercial work includes TVCs, and web campaigns for the Wellington City Council, NZ on Air, and
government agencies.
Dean is currently developing scripts for two feature films, one of which is the expanded story
surrounding the events of Judgment Tavern.
Producer - Ruth Korver
Ruth Korver is a producer with experience across a wide range of production types, including drama and
documentary. She has a fine art background and completed an MFA at Massey University in 2008.
In 2012 she co-produced low-budget feature film, ‘How to Meet Girls From a Distance’ which was distributed
by Madman Entertainment in New Zealand and Australia. In 2013, she produced short film 'The Sleeping
Plot' which won the Rialto 48 Hour Film Competition national final and has screened at several US
festivals.
Ruth is currently working in advertising and is producing a variety of film projects through her company
Useful Media Ltd, which she co-owns with Vanessa Patea.

Concept Art and Storyboard Artist - Thaw Naing
Auckland artist Thaw Naing created the concept art and the storyboards for Judgment Tavern. Thaw is
well-known for his narrative illustrations. He created concept art for Peter Jackson’s Hobbit Trilogy.
Other noteworthy works are the graphic novel titled ‘Level Ten’ created with Sci Fi writer, Peter Friend,
and a film technique book about Vincent Ward called ‘Making the Transformational Moment in Film’.
Thaw teaches character and environment design at Animation College.

Production Designer - Tim Holman
Tim studied Design in the U.K at the University of Suderland. His career then took a creative turn which
included product prototyping, advertising, special effects and movie costume.
He has been working in the film industry for the last 15 years in a variety of roles including props,
costuming, fabrication, construction and set design. He worked in the art department team for the Hobbit
trilogy.
Tim’s skills are many and varied - from fabrication and construction, to all the prop details on the set. He
nailed the time period and came in on budget and within schedule.
Director of Photography - Chris Matthews
Chris’ experience as a Director of Photography ranges from commercials, music videos, web series,
feature films and TV series, including: The Missing; Beyond the Darklands; Descent from Disaster; and feature
films, The Znail Gang and The High Road web series.
Chris was interested in Judgment Tavern as a project because of the combination of the great story and
the fantasy world not often seen in New Zealand short films.

Wardrobe Designer - Bonne Beconsall
The Wardrobe department was headed by costume designer Bonne Beconsal. Bonne worked as a
technician at Weta Workshop for The Hobbit films and has been costume designer for many theatre and
film productions, including How to Meet Girls From a Distance.
Makeup Designer - Allie Rutherford
Allie Rutherford has over 15 years of experience in makeup and hair for film and theatre, having worked
in films like LOTR and King Kong. She was the HOD for How to Meet Girls from a Distance. Allie drew on
her experience to create a grubby, gritty look for the hair and makeup of the cast and extras of Judgment
Tavern which helped to create this vision.
Prosthetic Artist - Luke Hawker
Luke Hawker, prosthetic artist from Weta Workshop, created the prosthetic head with an uncanny
likeness to Richard - so lifelike that his one-year-old child wondered why his father wasn’t talking to him.
Luke is part of the team who created the dramatic statues in the Gallipoli exhibition at Te Papa. The
producers encouraged Luke to share his creative process online and people were instantly intrigued.
Luke’s posts was the beginning of our social media drive!

Editor – Jeff Hurrell
The CV of editor Jeff Hurrell splices TV documentaries — often alongside director Bryan Bruce — with
a run of short films, including 2011 award-winner Lambs. The short film work lead to him editing debut
features for directors Jason Lei Howden and Paul Campion, Deathgasm and The Devil’s Rock. Hurrell also
cut the high profile Born to Dance, and runs Wellington production house Martin Square.
We were privileged to have Jeff’s expert eye across the edit of Judgment Tavern. The tension, the intense
emotional climax and the evolving relationship between the characters were all finely balanced and
refined in the edit suite, to find the best possible version of thestory.

Sound Designer - Richard Falkner
From his home studio in Titahi Bay, Richard Falkner (who plays Marius) is responsible for the sound
design for the film. From the howling wind and crackle of the fireplace, to the deep whooshing sound of
elemental magic, it is depth of sound that make this medieval fantasy world believable.
Richard has created sound design for How to Meet Girls from a Distance, Queenie, Live at Six, and various
other film and theatre projects.

Composer - Tane UpJohn- Beatson
Tane UpJohn-Beatson, as the composer for the film, recorded the score in Seatoun with some members
of the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra and the Tudor Consort, using an orchestral backdrop to set the
scene. The concept for the score was to create music that creates feelings within the body to effect the
audience on a visceral level, building drama and adding an emotional punch.
Tane is an award winning composer and sound designer for stage and screen. He also regularly performs
live fully improvised scores for improvised theatre.
Communicating with finesse and detail in a full spectrum of genres, his works have received Chapman
Tripp nominations for the Constance Scott Kircaldie Outstanding Composer of Music Award in both
2009 and 2010, and the Park Road Post Production Sound Designer Of The Year Award in 2011, and a
Chapman Tripp win of the Critics Choice Award in 2012. In 2012 he also co-scored and sound designed
the critically acclaimed and runaway NZFF success, stalker rom-com 'How to meet Girls from a
Distance'.
VFX Supervisor - John Strang
John Strang supervised all the visual effects elements of the shoot. His background in visual effects stems
from four years running Wellington-based design company Dusk. He was interested in Judgment Tavern
as a project because the illustrated storyboard caught his imagination. Consequently he led his visual
effects team at Dusk into this great VFX challenge to create a medieval village, an animated bodiless head
and a headless body.

